Volvo s60 wipers

The Volvo Series is a rear-wheel-drive small family car sold from [2] to , both as a hatchback
and from as a conventional notchback saloon. It was launched in the Netherlands shortly after
Volvo acquired a major stake in the passenger car division of DAF in After building a series of
compact cars, DAF sought a partner to bring its new larger model, codenamed P, and intended
to become the DAF 77, to market in Volvo was not originally interested due to the cost, but they
were later persuaded by DAF's access to Renault engines. This helped Volvo expand its model
line-up without the large expenditures associated with developing a new model. Building cars in
the Netherlands also helped the Swedish Volvo to access the markets of the EEC , of which
Sweden was then not yet a member. In Volvo bought a stake in DAF, followed by a takeover in ,
and the design was gradually adapted to Volvo's own standards, though there were a lot of
quality concerns. The rear-mounted gearbox helped with weight distribution , but resulted in an
unusually large transmission tunnel, especially by comparison with the then-contemporary
front-wheel drive competitors such as the Mk. II Vauxhall Astra. Overall, the series was
considered heavy and often underpowered, but reliable and safe by the standards of its day.
The Volvo was introduced on 19 February The engine was an enlarged version of those already
fitted to the DAF 55 and To add to the appeal of the car and boost its sales, Volvo adapted the
M45 manual transmission from the series to fit in place of the CVT, and was sold alongside the
CVT models from A five-door model, the , was added in August for the model year. In another
engine option was added to the range, the Volvo designed B19 , only available in GLS-specs
with the manual transmission. A facelift in summer for the model year featured a revised
bonnet, grille, front lamp arrangement, and slightly different fenders. The interior was revised
and the cars received a new dashboard that was more aligned with those of other Volvo models.
The third digit designating the number of doors was dropped from model designations in model
year , when the rear seat also gained a little bit more space thanks to a shallower seat pad and a
flatter plate beneath it. The B19A was also available in the DL. The GLT can be recognized by its
front spoiler with integrated extra lights, a rear spoiler, and by being 1. In , the Series received a
major facelift. Amongst other small changes, optionally body-colored wrap-around bumpers
with the indicator repeaters attached to them were fitted. The taillights were also redesigned.
Instrumentation changed from Smiths units to VDO. The older Volvo redblock engines in the
were upgraded to the low friction B unit. Capacities and outputs remained much the same. A
famous advertisement for the series in the late s saw a crash test dummy "come alive", and
drive a out of a second-floor factory window, nose-diving into the concrete ground. From on,
incremental improvements in features and emissions control were made. The newly designed
power steering from the new Volvo became available as an option for the model year, while rust
protection was improved with the increased use of galvanized steel. The last ever car of the
Volvo series a white Volvo rolled off the production line on 13 March , three years after the
launch of the series. The Series had a choice of three petrol engines; a 1. The 1. This diesel was
a Renault F-series like the petrol 1. While these diesel models were never offered in the UK ,
they were offered in right-hand drive form in Ireland. In a diesel was made available with the
same exact mechanics. The diesel was discontinued in , which is when a 1. Volvo also
experimented with LPG tanks, a feature available in with the Volvo and , but they were limited in
LPG availability. The series was a strong seller for Volvo. Sales began at a low level, not helped
by the absence of a manual transmission option, but gradually increased as the lineup
expanded. In , 12 years after its introduction, the one-millionth was built. Finished inside and
out in red, it ended up in the DAF museum in Eindhoven. Eventually, the production of the
series ended in after 1. While the car was fundamentally robust, the car was rushed to
production too early. In particular the first model year suffered from teething problems, [14] with
unsubstantiated claims that Volvo ordered its dealer network to scrap early model year cars that
were traded in, in order to remove them from circulation. As a result very few of the earliest cars
have survived. The build quality gradually improved but was never up to the same standard as
Volvo's larger models. Sales of the with Variomatic in Sweden were down to per year in the late
s. Whilst not a major sales success, the Volvo badge ensured that the car had a strong
middle-class following often as a second car in some places, particularly in the UK in the s. It
regularly made it onto Britain's top annual 20 sales tables for that decade and was the best
selling import car at several points in the early years of the decade. Variomatic transmissions
are reliable given proper care. The rust protection was poorer than other Volvos, but the
engines were durable. In February , it was reported that examples of the Series were still in use
on Britain's roads. The series was not sold in North America. The series was available in
different trim levels throughout its production. There were also special editions. No market
received all models. One such variation on a theme was the R-Sport. This was intended as a
sporty offering to the line-up, pre-dating the introduction of the GLT by some two years. Only
cars were produced based on the DLS and GLS trim levels and featuring sporting additions

such as self-adhesive 'R-Sport' decals, rev counter, front and rear spoilers as well as some
featuring body-coloured bumpers and alloy wheels. The B19A engine also featured some
modifications, including twin Solex carburetors. A similar model was the Oettinger. It was
modified by the VW Group tuning company Oettinger and released in The Oettinger was
available in red or silver metallic. A total of cars were produced. A van version also entered
production. The van was essentially a five-door , but with the rear doors replaced with full
body-coloured metal pieces and with the rear seats removed. A glazed version was also
available. It was first presented at a commercial vehicle show in Amsterdam in February and
was also offered to the public. The only engine was the petrol B14 , combined with either the
CVT or a four-speed manual. The Millionaire edition was introduced in to commemorate the
production of the one-millionth car in the series. The Volvo estate and a convertible were both
built as design studies, but neither was put into production. The convertible version of the
Volvo was mooted, but only exists as a clay model. The CS was short for 'Competition
Services', to indicate a high-performance version. The CS was based on the three-door
bodyshell and fitted with the B27F 2. The gearbox was a five-speed Alfa Romeo unit, as Volvo
did not have a suitable design which would fit a transaxle-design. One prototype was built
which was painted in metallic silver with black and orange 'Starsky and Hutch'-style stripes
down both sides. Flared wheelarches and orange-painted, multi-spoke alloy wheels were also
added to complete the sporty look. The series was campaigned in motorsport. The Volvo GLT
also participated in a hour endurance record-breaking run at the Surfers Paradise raceway in
Queensland, Australia to showcase the introduction of the model in Australia in From
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detail matters. Looking out for you and braking or helping to steer away if necessary, City
Safety adds to relaxed control. This Volvo safety innovation detects other vehicles as well as
pedestrians, cyclists and large animals â€” day or night. City Safety supports you with audible,
visible and brake pulse warnings when needed. If a collision is imminent or if you should turn
into the path of an oncoming vehicle in an intersection, City Safety can brake automatically to
help you avoid or mitigate an impact. As you begin to steer away from an obstacle in front, City
Safety can help you make this manoeuvre as efficient as possible by braking the inner wheels
individually and reinforcing your steering input. Please note: The driver is always responsible
for how the car is controlled, this is only a supportive function. Using automatic steering
assistance, this system helps you avoid collisions with oncoming vehicles. If you drift across

the lane markings in the way of an oncoming vehicle, your car steers back. The Oncoming
Mitigation by Braking is a Volvo safety world first that can detect if a vehicle heads straight
towards your car on the wrong side of the road. Lane Keeping Aid adds convenience and safety
to motorway driving. If you're about to cross a lane marking without using the indicator, it will
gently steer your car back into the lane. If the steering intervention is not enough or you keep
steering across the lane markings, you'll be alerted with vibrations in the steering wheel.
Run-off road Mitigation helps prevent you from leaving the road accidentally. If you stray over
the outer lane marking or the road edge, it will support you in helping to steer the car back on
the road. If needed, this Volvo safety innovation will also activate the brakes to help keep you
on the road. Driver Alert Control gently alerts if your driving behaviour shows signs of
distraction or tiredness. If needed, it will give you an audible warning and a message on the
instrument panel suggesting you take a break. Combined with Sensus Navigation, it can also
propose a nearby place to have a break. Using a camera or information from the Sensus
navigation system, it alerts you on speed limits, "no overtaking", "no entry" and various types
of supplementary signs. The road sign is displayed on the speedometer or in the head-up
display. It can also inform you about speed cameras. And if you drive in the wrong direction on
a one-way street, you'll be alerted with a no-entry sign icon. IntelliSafe Surround can support in
busy traffic and when reversing where there's restricted visibility. If you don't react to the
warning and start to drift into the path of another vehicle, the Steer Assist function can gently
assist you back into your lane. The rear-mounted radar sensors continuously monitor your
blind spots and a large area behind your car, day or night, and reacts to almost any type of
vehicle, including motorcycles. If there's crossing traffic when you reverse out of a parking
space, Cross Traffic Alert can draw your attention with audible warnings from the left or right
rear loudspeaker and by graphics in the centre display. The rear-mounted radar sensors can
detect vehicles approaching from the side. If a vehicle is detected, Cross Traffic Alert can warn
you, and then brake for you if necessary to help avoid or mitigate a collision. In optimal
circumstances, it can also help detect approaching cyclists and pedestrians. Rear Collision
Warning can alert fast-approaching vehicles if they drive too close and a collision is imminent.
The brakes will also activate if your car is at a standstill to further help reduce the risk of
whiplash injury. Please note: The driver is always responsible for how the car is controlled,
these are only supportive functions. And to make it easier to reverse out of a parking space,
Cross Traffic Alert can alert and brake for crossing vehicles. If you don't react to the warning
and start to drift into the path of another vehicle, the Steer Assist function gently can assist you
back into your lane. The rear-mounted radar sensors detect vehicles approaching from the side.
In optimal circumstances, it can also detect approaching cyclists and pedestrians. Rear
Collision Warning keeps you one step ahead of the traffic. By activating all indicator lights at a
rapid rate, fast-approaching vehicles are alerted if they drive too close and a collision is
imminent. The brakes will also activate if your car is at a standstill to further reduce the risk of
whiplash injury. IntelliSafe Assist Distance Alert. If your car is equipped with the head-up
display, Distance Alert helps you keep a proper distance to the vehicle ahead by displaying a
warning symbol if you're too close. This function activates automatically when Adaptive Cruise
Control is disengaged. Preventive safety Speed limiter. The speed limiter helps ensure that you
don't exceed a set speed. When you reach the set speed you'll be noticed by a subtle resistance
feedback from the accelerator. To override the function, just press down the accelerator. Adding
to your control, Electronic Stability Control helps optimise traction and minimize the risk of
skids at all speeds in all conditions. And by counteracting understeer and oversteer, it also
contributes to safer and more fun cornering characteristics. It also senses body roll movement
to reduce the risk of losing traction in emergency manoeuvres and sharp corners. And when
you brake on surfaces with different friction on one side of the car, the car automatically applies
slight counter-steering to help you maintain stability. Adding to more dynamic driving
characteristics, our Dynamic Torque Vectoring utilises the car's stability reserves to make it
respond exceptionally quick and precise to your steering inputs. And our Corner Traction
Control with torque vectoring gives more traction during high-speed cornering, less understeer
and more powerful acceleration. It works by braking the inside driven wheel if it starts to lose its
grip through a corner, while sending the power to the outer wheel instead. Understeer Control
Logic is another innovative technology that further helps minimise understeer tendencies for
more stable and dynamic cornering. Connected Safety is a unique, cloud-based safety feature
that can help you to foresee and adapt driving to hazardous situations on the road ahead. Using
actual weather and infrastructure information, Connected Safety can alert you with a symbol in
the driver display or optional head-up display. You will also be alerted if another connected
vehicle on the road ahead of you detects slippery conditions. The same goes if another
connected vehicle on the road ahead of you stands still with activated hazard lights, making you

aware of that potentially dangerous traffic situation. By doing so, your car actually also
contributes to enhanced safety for other road users. They're also part of the dynamic driving
experience and incorporate IntelliSafe technologies as well as convenient features such as Hill
Start Assist and an automatic hold function. In an emergency situation, the large anti-lock disc
brakes will make all the difference. The brake system is smart too: if you shouldn't brake hard
enough, our Emergency Brake Assist ensures maximum braking pressure is applied. And if you
suddenly lift off the accelerator or sensors detect an obstacle in front of the car, Ready Alert
Brakes instantly moves the brake pads closer to the brake discs to reduce the total stopping
distance. Adding to your convenience, our automatic hold function keeps the brakes engaged
after you have braked the car to standstill and release the brake pedal. And to make it easier
and safer to start uphill or downhill from standstill, Hill Start Assist keeps the brakes applied a
short period after you have released the brake pedal until you press the accelerator â€” your car
will not move while your foot moves from the brake pedal to the accelerator. Our Emergency
Brake Light helps alert vehicles approaching from behind if you are forced to panic brake. The
body of your Volvo helps provide maximum protection in all types of accidents. You and your
passengers are surrounded by an extremely strong safety cage, while front and rear
deformation zones help reduce the effects of an impact. The sturdy safety cage helps keep the
occupant space intact in a crash and is made from one of the strongest types of steel available.
Together with the energy-dissipating front and rear crumple zones and the car's interior
restraint technologies, this helps protect the people inside your Volvo in any collision. And in a
roll-over accident, the strong roof construction helps protect the occupants. The easily
operated power parking brake adds to your driving comfort. Just pull the control upwards to
activate the parking brake. It can also be set to engage automatically every time you stop the
engine. The parking brake releases automatically as you move off â€” very convenient,
particularly in steep gradients. You can also release it manually by pressing the control
downwards. Further adding to your convenience, our automatic hold function keeps the parking
brake engaged after you have braked the car to standstill. Our Indirect Tyre Pressure Monitoring
System instantly alerts you on the driver display if a tyre is low on pressure, helping to maintain
safe handling. The inner rear view mirror and the door mirrors dim simultaneously to help
prevent you from being dazzled by the headlights of traffic behind. Once the blinding light
ceases, the mirror glass reverts to normal mode automatically. LED illumination optimizes your
vision without dazzling others. Our signature design LED headlights combine distinctive looks
with a supremely long and wide light pattern, automatically flicking between high and low beam
when you meet or catch up with another vehicle. They're intelligent too: the high beam shuts off
when you enter a city, but if you drive past an illuminated sign it stays on. During daytime, the
distinctive T-shaped light guides act as daytime running lights to make your car more
conspicuous. And when needed, the dipped headlights are automatically engaged. Contributing
to improved fuel economy and lower running costs, the LED lights are extremely energy
efficient and last the lifetime of the car without losing any luminance. Our most advanced LED
headlights provide exceptional light, help you see through corners and optimize your vision
without dazzling others by constantly adapting the light pattern. As you steer, the headlights
turn to illuminate the curve ahead. LED illumination allows you to enjoy high beam with even
greater radiation and range. And you can stay on high beam all the time â€” when you meet or
catch up another car, the headlights shade out just as much of your beam as needed to not
dazzle the other driver. The greater illuminated area also benefits other road users, such as
pedestrians and cyclists. The headlights are intelligent too: the high beam shuts off when you
enter a city, but if you drive past an illuminated sign it stays on. This feature also includes fog
lamps that help improve your vision when driving in fog or heavy precipitation. And facilitating
low speed manoeuvring and reversing in the dark, they turn up to 15 degrees as you steer to
illuminate the area close to the car. They also complement the distinctive design of your Volvo.
Included in the Full LED headlights for all model variants except the plug-in hybrid variants.
Optionally available for the LED headlights, these fog lamps help improve your vision when
driving in fog or heavy precipitation. An alcohol lock is an effective way of preventing your car
from being started by a drunk driver behind the steering wheel. This software update makes it
easy to install an alcohol lock in your Volvo. For example, alcohol lock step by step instructions
can be shown in the centre display. For your convenience, a jack, wheel bolt tool and textile bag
for full size wheel storage are included. It includes an electric air compressor and sealing fluid,
conveniently stored under the load compartment floor. The compressor can also be used to
check and adjust the tyre pressure. Protective safety Protective front seats with energy
absorbing seat structure. Helping to protect your spine if the car lands hard after an accident,
the front seats energy-absorbing functionality can cushion severe vertical forces. Integrated
anti-submarining protection helps reduce the risk of sliding under the safety belt in a collision.

In certain frontal collisions, the brake pedal is designed to release and move down to the floor
to help reduce the risk for injuries on the right foot and leg when the foot is on the brake pedal.
This Volvo safety innovation is triggered by the same sensors that activate the safety belt
pre-tensioners and airbags when needed. The body's steel framework displaces the impact of a
side-collision away from the occupants to other parts of the car body. The extremely strong side
structure helps withstand a severe side impact â€” even with a larger vehicle. Our Inflatable
Curtain helps protect your head and neck in a side collision or roll-over. Helping to provide
protection for occupants sitting on the sides, it deploys from the roof above the doors. The
Inflatable Curtain also helps protect in some frontal collisions and stays inflated for several
seconds to provide prolonged protection in the event of secondary impacts. A Volvo innovation,
the three-point safety belts are the foremost safety feature inside your car. In a collision or
roll-over, pre-tensioners instantly tighten the belts to keep the occupants tightly restrained.
They then release a little to reduce the strain. This also means that the driver and front
passenger are cushioned by the airbags in a controlled fashion. To help ensure maximum
protection for you and your passengers, the safety belts also interact with the steering wheel
column and supplementary restraint technologies such as the side airbags and the Inflatable
Curtain. The steering column is an advanced part of the safety system, with the upper and lower
sections giving way in a controlled manner in a frontal impact to help protect the driver. At an
impact, the entire front backrest and head restraint moves with the occupant to support the
neck. Increase safety for you, your passengers and other road users with this lightweight,
wide-angle reflector warning triangle. Smart design means it stands upright in strong winds and
on slippery surfaces. Conveniently fitted on the inside of the tailgate, the warning triangle is
always easily accessible. It also folds easily and stores in its own case. In a side-collision, the
side airbags inflate instantly to help protect the chest and hip of the driver and front seat
passenger. The side airbags are located in the ideal spot on the front seat backrest. When your
Volvo detects an imminent collision or run-off road accident, our prepared front safety belts
tighten electrically to help provide maximum protection. If a collision is avoided, the front safety
belts unroll again without needing to be serviced. The knee airbag is deployed together with the
other airbags and supplements the safety belt, the safety belt pre-tensioner, the brake pedal
release and the integrated knee protection under the dashboard to help optimise protection.
Make sure you are carrying the emergency items you need with this handy first-aid kit. Together
with the safety belts, the frontal airbags help protect your head, face and chest in a frontal
collision. They're intelligent too: to optimise protection, the airbags adapt the level of inflation
to the force of the impact. To make it possible to mount a child seat in the front passenger seat,
the passenger airbag can easily be disconnected using a cut-off switch. Helping to reduce the
risk for more damage and injury after a collision â€” like colliding into other cars or people â€”
your Volvo brakes automatically when the safety belt pre-tensioners or an airbag are activated.
For easy and convenient storage of a fire extinguisher in the car, you can add a flexible holder
that keeps the extinguisher out of the way but easily accessible when needed. Security Light
armouring. Optimized chassis and brakes mean you can enjoy equally dynamic driving
characteristics as in a Volvo without armouring. Volvo Cars secures the functionality on all
parts and safety systems. Our certification shows the exhaustive quality on the armouring
process; the ballistic tests have been done on complete real amoured vehicles using different
angles and are certified by German ballistic test authority Beschussamt Ulm. See Image: 1.
Front windows: Reinforced window lifters. Rear windows: Tinted rear windows for privacy.
Tailgate: Reinforced power operated tailgate. Chassis: Optimized chassis and brakes. The alarm
helps guard your Volvo when parked and deter uninvited visits. It also reacts to movement
inside the car, the breaking of a window and if someone tries to steal your wheels or tow your
car away. It is automatically activated when you lock the car and is connected to the doors,
bonnet and tailgate. A level sensor deters thieves from jacking up the car to steal your wheels
or tow it away while the deadlock function makes it impossible for a thief to open the doors
from the inside once the car is locked from the outside. The movement sensor, level sensor and
deadlock function can be switched off so people or pets can be left inside the parked and
locked car. Lock and unlock the doors and tailgate securely and conveniently using the remote
control. And upon leaving or entering your car, you can close or open all windows, including a
panoramic roof, at the touch of a button. Adding to your security, you can unlock the tailgate
separately. This allows you to access your load compartment while nobody else can open any
of the doors from the outside. To further enhance your personal security, the doors can be set
to automatically lock the moment you drive away. Alternatively, lock them swiftly from the front
seats using the lock button. For your safety in the event of an accident, your Volvo unlocks
automatically to make it possible to open the doors from the outside. As long as you bring your
remote control in the car, the keyless start function allows you to start the engine simply by

turning the start knob while depressing the brake pedal. This convenient feature unlocks your
Volvo as soon as you pull the door handle. No need to use the remote control â€” just keep it in
your pocket or purse. And to lock the car after you've parked, just push the button in the door
handle. This feature also includes a waterproof keyless mini remote control you can bring with
you everywhere. And with hands-free power tailgate opening, simply move your foot under the
rear bumper to access the load compartment. If you forgot to close the windows or the
panoramic roof upon leaving the car, they can be conveniently closed using the remote control.
And before entering the car, the windows can be opened to get fresh air in the cabin. Keyless
entry gives you full access to your Volvo as long as you bring the remote key with you. The
doors and tailgate unlock automatically as you pull the door handle. And to lock the doors, just
press a button in any of the car's door handles as you leave the car. This feature also includes
hands-free opening and closing of the power-operated tailgate. Simply move your foot under
the rear bumper, and the tailgate opens or closes â€” very convenient when your hands are full.
Enhancing security as you approach your car at night, exterior light sources illuminate the
closest surroundings for 30 seconds when you unlock using the remote. This also turns on the
interior lighting. And when leaving the car, just pull the headlight stalk to light up the path to
your door. This function can be set in a choice of 30, 60 or 90 seconds duration. The
body-coloured door handles with ground lighting illuminate the area beneath the door handles
for a welcoming feel when approaching your car at night. Ground lighting is activated when you
unlock your car using the remote control. For your extra convenience, the optional LED ground
lighting under the doors further illuminates the area below the open door. Included with the
Keyless locking system. To protect your door mirrors from damage while the car for example is
parked or driving through a car wash, press both buttons for the left and right mirror at the
same time to fold them flat against the car. They can also be set to fold or unfold automatically
every time you lock or unlock the car. And to facilitate parking, the door mirrors can tilt
automatically or by the push of a button when reversing. The tempered glass in the side
windows is three to five times stronger than ordinary glass at the same thickness. The tempered
glass helps enhance safety in the event of a collision or a glass breakage and breaks into small
pieces to help reduce the risk of injury. Laminated glass in the side windows efficiently help
protect your parked Volvo from uninvited visits. And even if the glass is broken, it's extremely
hard to penetrate. The laminated glass also contributes to a quiet cabin. Increase security and
reduce the risk of wheel theft with these lockable wheel bolts. Features one uniquely coded
socket allowing only you or your dealer or technician to remove the wheels. Seats Comfort front
seats. Optimising style and comfort, our standard-fitted Comfort seats combine the best of
renowned Volvo ergonomics with modern Scandinavian design. Providing almost endless
adjustment possibilities, you can easily tailor the front seats of your Volvo to fit your body
perfectly. The seat height is conveniently adjusted using a power control. For additional
comfort, the seats can be complemented with six-way power adjustment with a memory
function, power multi-directional lumbar support and seat heating. And to maximise wellbeing,
the Comfort seats in Perforated Fine Nappa Leather features full power adjustment including
power side support and power seat cushion extensions, ventilation in the seat cushion and
backrest and an adjustable massage function in the backrest. Our Contour seats are designed
to inspire dynamic driving. Sculpted seat design and adjustable seat cushion extensions with
side supports ensure excellent support from the shoulders to the thighs. Multiple adjustment
possibilities including power multi-directional lumbar support make the seats easily adjustable
to fit your body. For additional comfort, the seats can be complemented with six-way power
adjustment with a memory function and seat heating. Heated front seat cushions, backrests and
cushion extensions if fitted provide instant comfort those cold mornings â€” even more if the
seats are upholstered in leather. Choose between three heating levels on the centre display with
touch screen. Heating of the two outer rear seat cushions and backrests adds to the sense of
luxury in your Volvo by offering instant comfort when it's cold. Individual three-level controls
are easily accessible from the rear seat. All five occupants will appreciate the comfort of an
individual, ergonomically designed seat. Cinema-style seating helps provide an excellent view,
wherever you're seated. The easily adjustable front and second row seats make it easy to find
the perfect seating position. Each seat backrest on the second row reclines individually to suit
personal preferences. Complementing the power driver seat, this option allows you and your
passenger extensive power adjustment possibilities. Both seats can be tailored in multiple ways
â€” you'll easily find the perfect seating position. All seat settings are easily adjusted using
intuitive controls or via the centre display with touch screen. When you unlock your car using
your personal remote control, the driver seat and door mirrors automatically adjust to your
latest settings. Alternatively, you and the front seat passenger can select your memorized
position using the memory buttons on the front door upper panels. Further adding to

convenience, the passenger seat can be longitudinally adjusted by the driver via the car's
centre display. The power operated seat cushion extension provides comfortable thigh support
â€” very convenient if you have long legs. Smoothly adjusted to your preferences using an
intuitive power control, they're extra wide to provide generous support independent of your leg
positioning. And adding to comfort in cold weather, they are electrically heated combined with
heated seats. A passenger with long legs will appreciate the comfortable thigh support from
power operated seat cushion extensions. Smoothly adjusted using an intuitive control, the
cushion extensions are extra wide to provide generous support regardless of how you position
your legs. The seat cushion extension provides comfortable thigh support â€” very convenient
if you have long legs. Conveniently adjusted to your preferences, it's extra wide to provide
generous support independent of your leg positioning. A passenger with long legs will
appreciate the comfortable thigh support from the seat cushion extension. The seat cushion
extensions provide comfortable thigh support â€” very convenient if you have long legs.
Conveniently adjusted to your preferences, they're extra wide to provide generous support
independent of your leg positioning. The power driver seat can be tailored in multiple ways â€”
you'll easily find the perfect driving position. Enhancing your convenience, the memory
function perfectly adjusts the seat and door mirrors every time. When you unlock your car using
your personal remote control, the seat and door mirrors automatically adjust to your latest
settings. Alternatively, you can select your memorized position using the memory buttons on
the front door upper panel. The memory function also comes handy when you're several
drivers. Each driver can have his or her personal remote control, and the car will adjust to the
individual settings of each control. Two remote controls are standard, and your Volvo can
handle up to an additional ten remote controls. The power passenger seat can be tailored in
multiple ways. Enhancing your convenience, the memory function perfectly adjusts the seat
every time. When entering the car, you can select your memorized position using the memory
buttons on the front door upper panel. This power seat further enhances comfort for your front
seat passenger. The passenger seat cushion and backrest are easily adjusted in multiple ways
using the intuitive controls on the panel beside the seat cushion. With this function you fold the
outer rear head restraints at the touch of a button, further improving your rear vision. When
folded, they are designed to obstruct passengers from sitting down without first raising them to
their protective position. With this feature you can conveniently fold one or both rear seat
backrests at the touch of a button while you're loading your car. The buttons are positioned
within easy reach on the side of the load compartment. Ventilated front seats help you maintain
comfort during long drives. Built-in fans draw air through the exclusive Perforated Fine Nappa
Leather upholstery in both the cushions and backrests. It can be set to three levels of cooling.
Available for Comfort seats. These side bolsters provide enhanced support of your body and
can be electrically adjusted to fit your preferences â€” particularly useful for dynamic driving.
Available for power operated Comfort seats in Fine Nappa Leather. The power 2-way lumbar
support for the front seats adds to your long-distance comfort. It can be adjusted horizontally to
make it easy to adapt the support to your preferences. The power lumbar support for the front
seats adds to your long-distance comfort. It can be adjusted horizontally as well as vertically to
make it easy to optimise the support to your preferences. This luxurious amenity massages
your back during long journeys. The backrest features ten massage points, and you have five
programs, three speeds and three intensities to choose from â€” you and your front seat
passenger can easily tailor the massage function to your preferences. Conveniently folded
down from the rear backrest, the centre armrest provides relaxed long distance comfort and
space for refreshments. Choosing leather upholstery, the armrest also features pop-up cup
holders and a storage compartment for small items. Independent of weather, the powerful
electric heater and air conditioning allow you to enjoy a comfortable cabin climate in your Volvo
Recharge. When the car is charging, you can precondition the car before you go. This will also
help prolong your range in Pure electric mode. For optimised vision and comfort in cold
weather, you can activate heating of the front seats, steering wheel, windscreen, rear window
and door mirrors. Start it directly, or select among up to eight pre-set times for departure.
CleanZone lets you and your passengers enjoy clean, healthy cabin air. It monitors incoming air
and can shut the cabin's air intakes if harmful substances are detected. And to prepare a fresh
cabin environment on a warm day, the automatic CleanZone function helps ventilate the cabin
when you unlock the car. The system also features Air Quality with advanced air cleaner that
helps reduce or eliminate the levels of health impairing fine particulate matters PM 2. This
advanced air cleaner â€” a Volvo world first â€” traps these extremely small particles in a filter
and prevents them from entering the cabin. The levels of PM 2. So you can always feel
reassured that the air you breathe inside the car is as clean and healthy as possible. You can
also clean the cabin air from particles and gases before you go. Using the Volvo On Call app,

you can activate the Air Quality system and get to know the interior air quality before entering
the car. Fine particulate matters PM 2. For example, these extremely small particles can
seriously impair the human respiratory system. By efficiently helping to reduce or eliminate the
levels of PM 2. A Volvo Cars world first, it features an advanced air cleaner that charges
particles in the incoming air so that they are trapped in a filter and prevented from entering the
cabin. Our powerful two-zone climate system adds to excellent air quality and comfort in all
seasons and weathers. It automatically maintains the cabin temperature you choose and can be
set independently for the driver and front passenger side. Floor air outlets and separate
adjustable air vents in the roof pillars ensure a comfortable climate in the rear seat even during
long drives. All cabin climate settings are easily controlled using intuitive touch screen
controls. An efficient cabin filter helps keep the incoming air free from dust, pollen and other
particles. And when the system's air quality sensor detects high levels of hazardous gases on
the outside, it will automatically shut the air intakes and activate cabin air recirculation. The
four-zone climate system allows the driver, front seat passenger and outer rear seat passengers
to create their own individual climate comfort zone. A cooled glove compartment is included
and keeps refreshments cold, adding to comfort during long journeys. Temperature, air
distribution and fan speed is intuitively controlled using the centre display with touch screen
and the settings are easily accessed for both the driver and the front seat passenger. The
passengers on the outer rear seat positions control their individual temperature and fan speed
via the elegant touch control panel on the rear end of the tunnel console. When it's hot, this
function lets you remote start the ventilation fan to provide a comfortable cabin climate upon
your arrival. And at standstill after the engine is turned off, you can keep the climate system
active to maintain cabin temperature. You activate the pre-ventilation or post-climatisation via
the Volvo On Call app or directly from the car's centre display without starting the engine if
you're waiting in the car. In the plug-in hybrid, you can also remote start the electrically driven
airconditioning via Volvo On Call to cool down the cabin. Conveniently located in the door
pillars, the air vents create a comfortable environment for rear seat passengers. They can also
help keeping ice and mist off the rear side windows, which makes for improved vision. Imagine
meeting a comfortably climatized cabin every time you get inside your Volvo â€” even if it's
unbearably hot on the outside. With the air-conditioning remote start, you remotely start your
car's engine and air conditioning via the Volvo On Call app in your smartphone. This cools
down the cabin just in time to allow you and your passengers a comfortable start of your
journey. Depending on local environment regulations, the engine running time can be set
between 1 and 15 minutes. Preventing dust and pollen from entering the cabin via the
ventilation system, the cabin filter efficiently contributes to a healthy cabin climate. The extra
dark tinted glass for the rear windows add to the sophisticated look of your Volvo and help cut
glare and keep cabin temperatures down in hot, sunny conditions. This windscreen adds to a
comfortable cabin climate by reducing heat radiation and filtering out infrared rays from the sun
through the windscreen. Our power-operated panoramic roof adds a superb experience of
airiness and light inside your Volvo. For ventilation, the front section opens or tilts at the push
of a button. A power-operated sunshade in perforated textile reduces glare on sunny days. The
sunshade also maintains the airy feel inside the cabin. Dark tinted laminated glass further
increases comfort and security. And if you've forgot to close the panoramic roof after you've
parked your car, it can be closed from the outside with the remote control. Adding to your
comfort those cold mornings, this highly effective parking heater allows you to warm up the
cabin before you go. It also helps defrost the windows to give you a better vision already from
start. Set the time you'd like to enter a warm cabin, or start the heater remotely using the Volvo
On Call smartphone app. When it's warm outside, this function blows in air from the outside to
help maintain a comfortable cabin temperature for up to 15 minutes when the car is parked.
Convenient when you for example want to remain in the car with the engine shut off. When it's
cold, this function uses residual heat from the engine to help maintain a comfortable cabin
temperature for up to 15 minutes when the car is parked. The heated windscreen helps enhance
your vision by complementing the car's air flow defroster function. It allows you to conveniently
de-ice the windscreen just like the rear window and the door mirrors. A push of a button, and
you'll soon be on your way. Can not be combined with the head-up display. The electrically
heated steering wheel gives you extra comfort those cold mornings and allows you to drive
without gloves on. A touch of a button in the centre display, and you warm your hands as you
drive away. The heating can be set in three levels. Our headlight cleaning uses high-pressure
jets to efficiently clean the headlamps from dirt and is activated together with the windscreen
washers. When activated, the nozzles pop out of the bumpers. Intelligent sequential cleaning
helps save washer fluid. Storage Wireless mobile phone charging. Keep your smartphone within
easy reach and charge it at the same time. No wires needed â€” just put your smartphone in the

storage space in front of the cupholders and inductive charging ensures the battery is charged.
This stylish, elastic net pocket provides convenient storage of maps, tickets, books and other
small items â€” keeping them easily accessible for the front seat passenger as well as for the
driver. The roomy glove compartment allows convenient lockable storage of car documents as
well as other small necessities. It's illuminated to make it easy to find your stuff and features
holders for pencils and a credit card. And if your Volvo is equipped with the four-zone climate
system, the glove compartment is air conditioned to keep your drinks cool. The stylish front
centre armrest enhances long distance comfort while emphasizing the exclusive interior design.
You have access to smart storage, two cup holders and a power outlet under a roll-top cover.
There's also a small, separate storage in front. Folded up, the armrest displays a generous
storage compartment with two USB A inputs to connect external devices â€” such as your
mobile phone â€” to the audio system. During long journeys, the spacious front door bins add
to your convenience and comfort. Here you can put the stuff you and the front seat passenger
need to have easy at hand. Each bin accommodates a 1. Adding to convenience for the rear seat
passengers, there are hidden storage compartments under the outer rear seats for items such
as a laptop, tablet and magazines. The storages are easy to access, and contribute to a clean
interior look. Conveniently folded down from the rear backrest, the centre armrest provides
relaxed long distance comfort with space for refreshments and clever storage for your small
items. Conveniently positioned on the backside of the front seats, these net pockets keep
newspapers, magazines, napkins, toys and other small items at hand for your passengers in the
second row. Each net pocket also stores three 50 cl bottles. Driver's support IntelliSafe
Surround. Sensus Connect connects you intuitively with the digital world and your Volvo. Enjoy
total control provided by our 9-inch centre display with touch screen, steering wheel buttons,
voice control, wireless smartphone connection and our well-sounding High Performance audio
system. Via your smartphone, you have instant access to internet maps and a host of
convenient in-car apps. For example listening to online radio, streaming music, browsing the
web and â€” if you have Sensus navigation â€” sharing your location, spotting local businesses
and finding parking. Your Volvo can even book service when it's time. This also means your
Volvo already today is technologically prepared for coming web and cloud-based in-car
infotainment functions. Sensus Navigation provides intuitive guidance and connects
seamlessly with our cloud-based services and navigation apps. It's conveniently operated using
voice control or touch-screen controls. Road directions are shown in the driver display, centre
display and head-up display. You operate the system without taking your attention from traffic
â€” talk naturally to your Volvo, and our voice control carries out your commands. And with the
optional head-up display, navigation directions will be shown hovering in front of the
windscreen. The system can also be operated by a passenger using the centre display touch
screen. You have access to in-car apps that can help you find and pay for parking, share your
location with friends or simply find the best coffee in town. Free map updates ensure an
up-dated navigation experience. Adding the Volvo On Call app, you can send destinations from
your smartphone to your car. It also allows you to sync meeting destinations from your
personal calendar with the navigation system for guidance. Our 9-inch centre display with touch
screen allows you to intuitively control the functions of your Volvo and stay connected. The
touch screen's large virtual buttons are easy to find and operate, while the display's portrait
format facilitates your overview. The virtual buttons are dynamicâ€” when needed, they become
bigger and appear on the lower part of the screen to be easy to find and control. You can also
rearrange the virtual buttons to suit your personal preferences. To make it comfortable and safe
for you to view the display while driving, all information is presented in the upper part of the
screen while the lower part is dedicated for the touch controls. Advanced touch screen
technology means your finger barely needs to touch the screen to activate or control a function.
Some commands you can perform just by sweeping a finger or a hand across the screen â€”
even with gloves on. Contributing to the elegant clean Scandinavian look of the cabin, the full
graphical display is glossy at the same time as anti-reflective coating minimises reflections and
glare. Adaptive Cruise Control adapts the speed to help you maintain a appropriate distance to
slower vehicles. Just select desired speed and time gap to the vehicle in front, and enjoy
smooth driving from standstill up to max speed. It adapts to the ECO and Dynamic drive modes,
which helps you save fuel or enjoy a more dynamic driving experience. For smoother driving in
heavy traffic, Pilot Assist can lend a helping hand by providing gentle steering support to help
keep the car centred in its lane and at a set speed. And if there's a vehicle in front of you, it can
adapt your speed to help keep a set distance. If you don't keep a hand on the steering wheel,
Pilot Assist is automatically switched off. When the system deactivates, you are notified by a
discreet vibration in the steering wheel. Pilot Assist is part of IntelliSafe Assist. Please note: The
driver is always responsible for how the car is controlled as well as for maintaining the correct

distance and speed, even when Pilot Assist is being used. Advanced driver assist systems,
such as Pilot Assist, are restricted in how much acceleration, braking and steering force they
can apply. Voice control listens to and carries out your commands to operate climate,
navigation, entertainment and your smartphone. Press the steering wheel button, give your
voice command and keep attention on the traffic â€” voice control perfectly complements the
displays and other controls in your Volvo. Control many of the car's functions intuitively while
driving without taking your hands off the steering wheel. The right steering wheel remote
controls allow you to operate the audio system, phone, messages, menu navigation and trip
computer. Voice control is activated at the touch of a button. Just using the left steering wheel
buttons, you also control the car's driver support functions such as the adaptive cruise control,
Pilot Assist and the speed limiter. With this intuitive control you operate several functions like
cruise control, phone, infotainment, trip computer and the driver information menu in the driver
display while keeping your hands on the wheel. And to activate voice control, just press a
button. Fitted in the sun visors for the driver and front seat passenger, lights come on when you
open the vanity mirror cover â€” convenient and practical. Integrated ticket holders further
enhance your convenience. The light beams from the LED headlights are automatically kept at
the optimum level to provide you with the best vision without dazzling other road-users,
regardless of load. The system will even maintain the headlight level during fast acceleration.
The power door mirrors are easily adjusted to suit your preferences. To protect them after
you've parked your car, just fold them at the press of a button. They can also fold automatically
every time you lock the car. To facilitate parking, you easily tilt either of the door mirrors to
show you the kerb when reversing. Or set them to adjust automatically every time you engage
reverse gear. Contributing to your safety when it's cold, the door mirrors are electrically heated
together with the rear window and therefore kept free from frost. The head-up display presents
vital driver information as hovering two metres in front of the car. You don't have to change
focus or look down, which also gives less strain on the eyes. The brightness of the head-up
display adapts automatically to the light conditions, and you can set the system to suit your
own personal preferences and link it to the memory function for the power-operated seat.
On-screen guide lines provide extra assistance for smooth parking. A zoomed-in view close to
the car is very convenient when hitching a trailer. Six high-definition views are available in the
centre display. A convenient bird's eye top view of the car and the surrounding area is default.
And when needed, you can choose a rear or front view including a junction view. The rear view
also shows guiding lines that indicate your car's trajectory for easier parking. To get a better
view of what's happening at your car's side, just select left or right side view. The system uses
four cameras: one at each door door mirror, one at the front and one at the rear. By touching the
camera images on the centre display, you can get a view from just that camera. The rear camera
can also be switched to a zoomed-in view close to the car, particularly convenient when
hitching a trailer. The inch driver display intuitively shows relevant driver information â€”
including navigation directions, telephone and actual road signs. The display layout adapts to
how you use it, and you have four graphic modes to choose from. Right in front of the driver,
the display features two large round instruments and one central information display. If you use
the navigation system, that display becomes bigger. To make it comfortable for your eyes, the
driver display's brightness automatically adjusts to the exterior light. Our top-of-the-line interior
illumination adds a truly sophisticated ambience inside your Volvo when it's dark outside â€”
from the moment you open the door until you arrive at destination. Integrated courtesy lights,
illuminated tread plates and a light guide along the interior create a welcoming feel. The rear
seat reading lamps are shaded to avoid dazzling the driver. And to facilitate loading of your car
in the dark, the tailgate features integrated lighting. Helping to keep you updated on
weather-dependent road conditions, the ambient temperature gauge monitors the outside
temperature and alerts you if there is any risk of black ice. Rear park assist helps you when
reversing into tight spaces with restricted vision. As the car gets closer to an obstacle, you're
alerted by a warning sound from the rear loudspeakers and a graphical view in the centre
display. The frequency of the warning sound increases the closer you get to the obstacle. Rear
and front park assist helps facilitate manoeuvring into tight spaces with restricted vision. As the
car gets closer to an obstacle, you're alerted by a pulsating sound from the rear or front
loudspeakers and graphics in the centre display. Our convenient Park Assist Pilot makes
parking enjoyable. It measures the parking space, and if the space is at least 1. Park Assist Pilot
handles both parallel and perpendicular parking, and can also assist when leaving a tight
parallel parking space. Included in the drive mode selector, the adjustable power steering
allows you to adapt the speed-dependent power steering characteristics to your own personal
preferences. Use your smartphone in a smarter way and integrate its familiar interface and
functions with the centre display in your Volvo. Make calls, write messages, enjoy music and

navigate easily using the touch screen, steering wheel controls or voice control. Cable
connection via an additional USB port in the front centre armrest means your battery is charged
and you can enjoy the highest sound quality through the audio system. Android Auto is
trademark of Google Inc. The rain sensor can start the windscreen wipers as soon as it begins
to rain or if water splashes onto the windscreen. For your convenience, it also adjusts the speed
of the windscreen wipers. The Daytime Running Lights help ensure your visibility in daylight.
When light conditions change and the headlights are needed, the headlights activate
automatically. They will also be activated if you turn on the windscreen wipers or the rear fog
light. The inner rear view mirror dims automatically to help prevent you from being dazzled by
the headlights of traffic behind. Everyone inside your Volvo can enjoy the comfort of power
windows. Controls are conveniently located in the door armrests. Our speed-dependent
steering provides exactly the right level of power assistance to maximise comfort and steering
response: firmer steering at highway speeds, lighter in slow traffic. The steering feel can also be
tailored with the drive mode control. Adding heating, these wiper blades help ensure visibility in
the harshest conditions. Communication Sensus Connect. Make or answer calls with both
hands on the steering wheel, and enjoy audio streaming via the car's audio system. And as you
get in and out of the car, the system automatically allows you to switch freely from the phone to
the handsfree system and back again. Other trademarks and trade names are those of their
respective owners. Luggage compartment Load compartment. The stylish litres load
compartment gives you plenty of space to bring the luggage you need. To make it really useful,
it has a regular shape and the rear-wheel suspension is designed not to intrude on the load
area. Four elegant load securing eyelets help you secure your cargo. When not needed, they
fold flush with the load compartment floor. And if you need more space, the rear seat backrests
fold separately in two sections to make it possible to combine both cargo and passengers
without compromising on comfort. With the rear seat backrests folded, the load floor is kept flat
which can facilitate transporting of bulky items as well as loading and unloading. There's also a
load hatch in the rear seat backrest for long items such as skis. For smaller items, there's a
hidden storage compartment under the load compartment floor. When you load or unload your
Volvo SUV, the possibility offered by the optional air-suspension system to lower the rear end
of the car with up to 5 cm is very convenient â€” particularly when you're dealing with heavy
items. A push of a button inside the load compartment, and you don't have to lift your loads as
high. This feature is also helpful when hitching a caravan or a trailer. Your passengers travel in
excellent comfort in the ergonomic rear seat. In the sculpted outer rear seat positions, the can
enjoy comfortable body support and generous legroom. A folding armrest with cup holders and
optional extra storage further enhances comfort. And when required, the backrests fold
separately in two sections to make it possible to combine both luggage and passengers without
compromising on comfort. After shopping, the integrated hooks in the load compartment side
panels will take care of your shopping bags. With this feature you conveniently open or close
the tailgate from the outside using the remote control. It can also be operated via buttons on the
tailgate or from the driver seat by pressing a button on the dashboard. Sensors around the
tailgate opening help enhance safety when closing the tailgate. The power tailgate can also be
programmed to open to a lower height than its maximum, very useful if you park in a garage
with limited roof height. For extra convenience when loading, integrated illumination lights up
the area under the tailgate. And making it easy to open the tailgate when your hands are full,
you can add keyless locking that includes the comfortable hands-free opening and closing
function of the power tailgate â€” just move your foot under the rear bumper and the tailgate
opens and closes at your convenience. The retractable load cover conceals your gear in the
load compartment. To give you convenient access to the load compartment and facilitate
loading, the load cover can be partly retracted and moved upwards on rails in the tailgate
opening. The elegant tailgate scuff plate in stainless steel adds to the stylish look and feel of
your Volvo estate while protecting the load compartment opening when you load or unload your
car. The load hatch behind the rear centre armrest allows you to carry long items, such as skis,
inside the car and still make it possible for two rear seat passengers to ride in comfort. Add
versatility to your Volvo and connect extra electrical equipment, such as a cooler box, with this
12 V power outlet in the luggage compartment. Load securing Protection net. This net helps
protect passengers from loose luggage when braking sharply. Enjoy the convenience of our
electrically foldable towbar. A press of a button inside the load compartment, and the towbar
folds out. Folds discreetly away when not in use. If the towbar is not locked in position or if any
of the lights on the trailer cease to function, you'll be alerted in the car's driver display. For your
safety, the system will also perform a light check before you go. This towbar also includes our
Trailer Stability Assist technology. Automatically maintaining ride height and providing superior
comfort and handling, it allows you to adapt the chassis to your preferences. Our Four-C

technology monitors the car, road and driver times per second, simultaneously adjusting each
shock absorber to current road and driving conditions. Together with our self-adapting air
suspension for each wheel, this maximises both ride comfort and driving pleasure. Different
drive modes increase versatility in all road and weather conditions. In Comfort mode, the
chassis is tuned for maximum comfort. At highway speeds, the air suspension automatically
lowers the car to reduce drag and further enhance high-speed stability. Eco mode lowers the
car, even more at higher speeds for improved aerodynamics and lower fuel consumption. And
to maximise your capability on rough roads, the Off road mode increases ground clearance by
40 mm at lower speeds. You can also create your own personal settings in the Individual mode.
And to make it easier to get in and out of the car, you can easily lower the parked car. When you
have to load or unload heavy items or attach a trailer to the tow bar, you can lower the rear of
the car by pushing a button inside the load area. When you tow a trailer or caravan, the Trailer
Stability Assist helps maintain stability. With this option you can conveniently check that the
trailer lamps are working before starting off. And when you activate the rear fog lights, your
car's rear fog lights shut off and the trailer's fog lights are activated. Load carriers Roof rails,
Bright aluminium. These smoothly integrated aluminium roof rails in satin silk metal finish
further enhance the dynamic design of your Volvo and make it easy to utilise Volvo's load
carrying system. They're aerodynamically designed to keep down wind noise and fuel
consumption. These smoothly integrated glossy black aluminium roof rails further enhance the
dynamic design of your Volvo and make it easy to utilise the load carrying system. They're
aerodynamically designed to help keep down wind noise and fuel consumption. The
supercharger gives more torque at low revs for a great throttle response, with the turbo boost
kicking in at higher revs. Adding our Drive mode function, you'll easily adapt the powertrain
characteristics to your preferences â€” Comfort, Eco, Dynamic and Individual mode. Our T5
AWD petrol powertrain is as responsive on the highway as in the city. Using low friction engine
technology, innovative engine management system, common rail direct fuel injection and
advanced turbo technology this engine maximises power and efficiency. For your everyday
drivability, the turbo provides particularly good response at low to medium engine speeds. Low
friction technology, innovative engine management system and advanced twin-turbo
technology are some of the secrets behind this marvel of pure efficiency. By precisely metering
exactly the right amount of fuel for each cylinder, our i-Art technology helps the engine run
more smoothly while using less fuel. Adding our Drive mode function, you'll easily adapt the
powertrain characteristics to your preferences â€” Comfort, Eco, Dynamic, Offroad and
Individual mode. Mated to our dynamic all-wheel drive, the D4 AWD is designed to give you the
most efficient and confident driving experience. The efficiency and refinement of this powertrain
make it the perfect choice for business users. Low friction technology, innovative engine
management system and advanced twin-turbo technology add to your driving pleasure without
compromising on efficiency. Adding our Drive mode function, you'll easily adapt the powertrain
characteristics to your preferences â€” Comfort, Eco, Dynamic, Off-road and Individual mode.
By transforming brake energy to propulsion energy, our Mild-Hybrid technology helps to further
improve fuel economy and reduce CO2 emissions. It also adds to a more comfortable driving
experience. The engine restarts instantly and you can enjoy smoother acceleration from
standstill. The Mild-Hybrid technology is an important step towards more sustainable, electrified
mobility. It's based on a powerful Integrated Starter Generator and a 48V battery that
complements the car's ordinary 12V electrical system. When you press the brake pedal or use
engine braking, the kinetic energy that otherwise would have been lost in heat is converted into
electric energy and fed into the 48V battery. When needed, the stored energy can be used to
momentarily assist the engine by using the Integrated Starter Generator. Charging equipment
Charging cable Mode 3, Type 2 connector 7 meters. The cable length of 7 meters can come
handy in situations where the car cannot be parked close to the charging point. This durable
charging cable allows safe and convenient charging of your Volvo Recharge car at home. When
the cable is connected to the car, it preforms self-test diagnostics to ensure that the cable is
properly connected and that the car is ready to receive power before charging starts. The
control box is integrated in the charging cable and plugged into an ordinary power socket. This
durable charging cable allows safe and convenient charging of your Volvo at home. This
durable 1-phase charging cable allows safe, convenient and efficient charging of your Volvo
Recharge car at home. This durable 1-phase high-power charging cable allows safe, convenient
and efficient charging of your Volvo Recharge car at home. Charge your Volvo Recharge car
faster with this small yet highly-efficient portable charger. Its dual voltage plug-in design makes
charging easy and gives you the flexibility to charge anywhere â€” all you need is a NEMA
power outlet. TurboCord comes standard with a 7 meters cable and is UL listed for both indoor
and outdoor use. TurboCord allows for charging at both V and V. Keep your charging cables

properly stored and protected in this stylish and durable bag. The Volvo Cars Wallbox is an
efficient and convenient home charging solution for your Volvo Recharge car. Built-in LED
lighting lets you know when charging is in progress and when the battery is fully charged. Wifi
and Bluetooth tethering also makes it possible to control charging via your smartphone. You
can start charging, specify time when the battery shall be fully charged, lock or unlock the
charging cable, monitor the charging process and more. You can also see real-time and historic
charging data. The wallbox fulfils the highest safety standards Mode 3 and is IP54 waterproof. It
can be installed outdoors as well as indoors â€” on the wall or free-standing on a firmly
mounted pedestal. Over the air updates ensure your box always features the latest software for
optimum performance. You're always in the right gear â€” whether it's for optimal engine
response at all revs, or for smooth cruising with highest fuel-efficiency. Whenever you're in the
mood for dynamic driving, just shift to manual mode. With our optional gearshift paddles you're
in total command and can flick though the gears with both hands on the steering wheel. And
adding our Drive Mode Selector, you can adapt the automatic gear shift pattern to your driving
style â€” Comfort, Dynamic, Eco or Individual mode. Available in combination with the Sport
steering wheel. When you stop at a traffic light or in a traffic queue, the engine shuts off
temporarily to eliminate idling and restarts instantly when you resume driving. As conditions
change, wheels with the best grip get the most power to optimise your drive. Under normal
conditions practically all the power is distributed to the front wheels to minimise fuel
consumption without compromising on stability. At standstill, full all-wheel drive is always
engaged to prepare for maximum traction. This also facilitates take-off in slippery conditions or
if you for example pull a boat trailer up a ramp. Hill Start Assist allows you to start uphill or
downhill without the car moving while you move your foot from the brake pedal to the
accelerator. It keeps the brakes applied a short period after you've released the brake pedal. Hill
Descent Control offers controlled descents on steep, rough and slippery roads. You can brake
anytime or, if you prefer, accelerate to adapt the speed. The smooth accelerator characteristics
of Hill Descent Control also makes it easier to move off when towing a heavy trailer or a boat on
a trailer up a ramp. It also works in reverse gear. You can enjoy sporty handling and great
control without compromising comfort. The stiffer shock absorbers and springs further improve
road holding, traction and dynamic control when cornering, allowing you to enjoy increased
stability and quicker steering response. The chassis of your Volvo is designed to give you a
sporty yet relaxed ride on all roads. You're in command, and can enjoy pure, dynamic driving
pleasure. The aluminium double wishbone front suspension provides perfectly balanced road
holding and steering characteristics. The rear suspension in exclusive integral link design and a
transverse light-weight leaf spring in composite material ensures superior comfort and
excellent handling with neutrally balanced cornering characteristics. Altogether, this means that
every input you make is matched with a precise and sharp reaction, while still ensuring a
comfortable ride. Our drive mode control allows you to instantly adapt the powertrain and
steering characteristics to your preferences and driving conditions. Comfort, Eco, Dynamic, Off
road and an Individual mode â€” switch between the modes with the elegant roller control in the
tunnel console. Comfort mode optimises comfort, while Eco mode calibrates the powertrain and
climate system for lowest possible fuel consumption. Dynamic mode is calibrated for sporty
driving, with quick engine, gearbox, steering and braking responses. In the Individual mode,
you can tailor your own personal drive mode. Our Four-C active chassis gives your Volvo an
even greater breadth of dynamic ability and comfort. Automatically maintaining handling and
comfort in all conditions, it allows you to adapt the chassis to your preferences â€” Comfort,
ECO, Dynamic and Off-road. This technology monitors the car, road and driver times per
second. The electric power steering responds precisely to your commands at all speeds. To
facilitate parking, it gives a high level of power assistance at low speeds. And as the speed
rises, power assistance is progressively reduced to maximise driving pleasure. You can easily
adapt the steering characteristics and power assistance to enjoy the ultimate setting for each
situation. Inside CleanZone. Helping to maintain a comfortable cabin climate, the humidity
sensor helps ensure cabin air has an appropriate level of humidity in relation to the outside
climate. The sensor is located by the interior rearview mirror. Outside Drive modes. Make Model
Year. Price and Payment. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Our sales person Kathy
Johnson was truly outstanding in every way! Kathy was extremely attentive, knowledgeable,
compassionate, and best of all a fantastic advocate! Kathy, along with the sales manager Stefan
St. John put our hesitation at ease After negotiating an unbelievable deal our new XC60 T8
Plug-in Highbryd was delivered to our driveway within days! Not a scratch on it.. Kathy took
pictures and video of the car before and after it was prepped. She was in frequent text
communication with us and sent us a picture of it being loaded on the transport truck! They
even set up the shipping with a significant discount and covered a portion of the registration. In

addition, Carme Vitale the business manager was outstanding. He was kind and made the
paperwork a breeze. Unlike a traditional transaction, we didn't have to wait for hours Purchasing
this car was by far the easiest, least time consuming, most pleasant car buying experience we
have ever had! OH, did I mention that we got the deal of a lifetime?! The car you've always
wanted! Check out this ! The optimal mix of performance and efficiency! A turbocharger further
enhances performance, while also preserving fuel economy. Top features include front dual
zone air conditioning, a leather steering wheel, heated front and rear seats, and much more.
Smooth gearshifts are achieved thanks to the 2 liter 4 cylinder engine, and for added security,
dynamic Stability Control supplements the drivetrain. We know that you have high expectations,
and we enjoy the challenge of meeting and exceeding them! Please don't hesitate to give us a
call. Own the Volvo you've always wanted!! From the GM to the sales rep the entire rushed
process was completely unprofessional! Price inclues all available manufacturer incentives
including: Volvo Allowance, Purchase Bonus, Affinity Programs and the greater of Owner
Loyalty or Conquest Incentives, applicable to the appropriate model. All conditions subject to
credit approval. Dealer installed options additional. Stock photo colors, options, and trim levels
may vary. Vehicles subject to availability due to prior sale. May not be combined with other
special offers or financing. Residency restrictions may apply. Dealer disclaims responsibility for
omissions, errors, clerical mistakes etc Final price must be verified by management. New
Vehicles may be in-transit to dealer. Please call to confirm status. It emanates grace with its
stylish gray exterior. It is equipped with all wheel drive. This small suv has a 2. Make room for
more passengers, carry extra luggage or your favorite sports gear with the roof rack on this
Volvo XC This model is built for driving comfort with a telescoping wheel. It has an automatic
transmission that includes a manual shifting mode. Enjoy the tried and true gasoline engine in
the vehicle. Anti-lock brakes will help you stop in an emergency. This unit features cruise
control for long trips. The perfect balance of space and size. Breathtaking performance,
sumptuous accommodations and jaw dropping good looks! A turbocharger is also included as
an economical means of increasing performance. Volvo prioritized comfort and style by
including: a leather steering wheel, turn signal indicator mirrors, and 1-touch window
functionality. Smooth gearshifts are achieved thanks to the efficient 4 cylinder engine, and for
added security, dynamic Stability Control supplements the drivetrain. We pride ourselves in the
quality that we offer on all of our vehicles. With over a combined years of experience in the auto
business my Internet Sales staff and I are the leaders in the St. Louis metro area for both New
and Pre-Owned vehicles. Our dedication to offering the lowest prices and providing the best
customer service is unsurpassed. Please contact our internet sales manager for details. We got
all of our questions answered and our priorities set 2 days before the visit to the dealership. Joe
Majda honored all of the conditions that we had discussed previously and provided an efficient
car buying experience. R-Design trim. Proudly serving Corvallis, Albany OR, Lebanon OR, and
Salem OR, our teams of sales advisors, service technicians and financing experts are trained
with one focus in mind: addressing each of your needs with the utmost respect, care and
attention to detail. If you have any questions don't hesitate to give us a call or stop by our
dealership, located at Northwest 4th St Corvallis, Oregon! Please confirm the accuracy of the
included equipment by calling us prior to purchase. Your satisfaction is our business! This
Volvo won't be on the lot long! Rendered with stunning clarity and bold sophistication!
Turbocharger technology provides forced air induction, enhancing performance while
preserving fuel economy. Top features include heated front seats, a leather steering wheel, a
power liftgate, and a split folding rear seat. Our aim is to provide our customers with the best
prices and service at all times. Stop by our dealership or give us a call for more information. A
great vehicle and a great value! Top features include leather upholstery, heated front and rear
seats, a power rear cargo door, and the power moon roof opens up the cabin to the natural
environment. We pride ourselves on providing excellent customer service. This vehicle won't be
on the lot long! It delivers plenty of power and excellent gas mileage! Top features include front
dual zone air conditioning, power moon roof, power windows, and seat memory. We pride
ourselves in consistently exceeding our customer's expectations. Brenin was extremely helpful
with our purchase. A fair price, no hassles and the car was delivered in a timely manner. We will
definitely go back for our next vehicle. I highly recommend Alan Byer Volvo. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles
for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price
and Payment Loan Lease Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic Engine Type
Gas Cylinders 4 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price
drops. Recently added listings. There are matching lease deals for Volvo XC40 models. Learn
more about Volvo XC40 lease deals. Read more. Show The Edmunds Deal. Dealer Review: From
the GM to the sales rep the entire rushed process was completely unprofessional! Showing 1 -

18 out of listings. Sign Up. Our easy-to-use online catalog allows you to quick browse for along
with any other part you mean need for your Swedish or German car. Don't see what you're
looking for here? Try selecting your vehicle from our easy-to-use Volvo Part Numbers vehicle
selector or select your Volvo Part Numbers model below. From older models like Volvo part
numbers and part numbers , as well as newer 21 st century like the S40 and Volvo S60 part
numbers , and everything in between, we are the leading online destination to help you with
your Volvo parts lookup. To perform a Volvo part number lookup on eEuroparts. Select the year,
make, and model of your vehicle by using the drop-down menus. This will filter your search
results to return only Volvo part numbers that fit your car. For example, if you're looking for 4.
Once your vehicle is selected, you can search by keyword or part number, or browse by
category by selecting an icon under Shop by Category at the top of the page; such as brakes,
engine, accessories and more. Keeping track of the correct Volvo part numbers can be
confusing, as old ones are constantly superseded by new versions. It goes without saying that
locating the exact Volvo part numbers you need can be challenging. That's why we have
designed our site to be the easiest and fastest way to do a Volvo parts lookup. If you need
additional help, our trained team of experts can guide you in your search for Volvo parts , and
help you locate exactly what you're looking for. If you're not quite sure of the Volvo part number
you need, eEuroparts. Every Volvo parts lookup supersession on eEuroparts. Each part detail
page lists the old Volvo part numbers to refer through the history of the part. Some part
numbers may list six or more historical numbers. This may seem excessive, but having a list of
the old numbers can help you in a future Volvo part number lookup, by identifying and
organizing what parts you currently have on your car. We are the leading site to locate Volvo
part numbers making us your go-to resource to perform a Volvo part number search. No matter
the part, we carry it, and will deliver it to you in record speed with delivery tracking at every
step. At eEuroparts. If you're having difficulty with your Volvo parts search on our site, contact
our customer service team today at , or via email here. If we don't carry the part numbers you
need, or are currently out of stock, we will special order them for you. Thank you for taking the
time to provide us with your suggestions for improving eEuroparts. If you have any questions
please contact us. Thank you for taking the time to let us know about an issue with one of our
listings. Want to narrow your results? We are processing a warranty replacement order for you.
Warranty replacement orders add a "hold" to your credit card in the amount of the replacement
order. This "hold" will only be completed into a charge in the event that the warranty item is not
returned to us within 1 week of receiving the replacement item or the item is being returned for
reasons other than the warranty issue stated. If you are using a debit card for this order the
"hold" will temporarily make the full amount of the funds unavailable for your use. If you're
using a debit card we suggest you switch to a credit card. Do I have your authorization to
proceed? Please select your T-Shirt size below. T-shirts may not ship with your order. Please
allow weeks for delivery This will not affect your orders shipment. Contact eEuroparts. Select
Your Vehicle to find parts that fit. Select a Year Your VIN returned multiple car options. This
happens when the VIN lookup software we use does not return specific engine or trim
information. Click your engine or body trim option below:. VIN: Vehicle Name:. This item
requires a VIN to order. The VIN is used to ensure that this part fits your vehicle. I agree to the
Special Order policy. Volvo Part Numbers eEuroparts. Thank you for your feedback. Log in here
to share this part - Or - Register an account below. Enter the name and email you would like to
share this part with. Your email has been sent. Select your vehicle below. Your shirt size has
been selected! S60 Cross Country Parts. V60 Cross Country Parts. A majority of all used US
imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to
Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying
Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to
help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market

leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one
of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are
ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained
eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to
buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service
history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the
service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records.
Make a VIN Search. Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Remote climate
control, locks, fuel, maintenance driving journal. Vehicle History Report with Buyback
Guarantee. Perhaps a pre-owned, certified pre-owned vehicle or one of the many other used
cars in our Cockeysville lot is the best fit for you. Each is thoroughly inspected by a trained
technician and must meet the high expectations of all Bill Kidd's vehicles. Even if we don't carry
the precise make and model you really want, we can help you find it. This Volvo S60 4dr It is
equipped with a 8 Speed Automatic transmission. The vehicle is Ice White with a Other interior.
It is offered As-Is, extended warranty is available. With all the seats up, there's Fold the secondand third-row seats down and maximum capacity rises to Our purchasing power and large
inventories help ensure great deals. Large children's play area. Complimentary work stations
and wifi. Our dedicated sales staff and top-trained technicians are here to make your auto
shopping experience fun, easy and financially advantageous. Please utilize our various online
resources and allow our excellent network of people to put you in your ideal car, truck or SUV
today! Post purchase, the vehicles go through a step by step procedure in order to attain the
finest quality. Our vehicles are sent for mechanical inspection and repaired as needed. Majority
of the vehicles passed the Virginia Safety Inspection before they are offered for sale. When the
vehicles come into our inventory they are detailed thoroughly and prepared for demonstration.
After the hard work put into our vehicles we finally put them up for sale making sure our
customers are fully satisfied. Service Contracts are issued by a 3rd party which gives you the
flexibility to take the vehicle to any certified mechanic shop of your choice. You also have an
option to upgrade the Service contract for up to but not limited to 4 years. Different coverage
options are also available, please consult with a sales representative for additional information.
Service contracts vary from 3 months to 4 year time frame. Prices depend on the coverage you
are looking to purchase. Service contracts are an option to purchase at the time of sale, it may
help to protect your future investment. Call us for further details. Our listed prices of the
vehicles are for cash transaction only. For financing vehicles through our lenders the price is
subject to change as they do not includes any finance charges. Upon loan application
submission, our JDM Auto team will work persistently towards an approval. Call for Full Details.
We will represent the vehicle to the best of our knowledge but are not responsible for human
error. Service contract is available for purchase at the time of sale. Dealership is not
responsible for misprints on prices or equipment. Description: Used Volvo V50 2. Call today for
details AWD, Charcoal Leather. Please feel free to explore our website to see our extensive
inventory of new and used cars and SUVs. In addition to our friendly and knowledgeable sales
staff, we also provide financing, service, and parts for all our customers. While every
reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this information, we are not responsible for
any errors or omissions contained on these pages. Please verify any information in question
with Dealership personnel. Prices do not include additional fees and costs of closing, including
government fees and taxes, any finance charges, any dealer documentation fees, any emissions
testing fees or other fees. All prices, specifications and availability subject to change without
notice. Contact dealer for most current information. Price may include Manufacturer Rebates
and Incentives, please see dealer for details. The Volvo V60 Cross Country 's pristine good
looks were combined with the Volvo high standard of excellence in order to make this a unique
find. Enjoy driving? Well now you will get more thrills behind the wheel thanks to the
heightened performance of AWD. Better handling. Better traction. Better driving experience.
Added comfort with contemporary style is the leather interior to heighten the quality and
craftsmanship for the Volvo V60 Cross Country. Drive any city's streets like you've lived there
all your life using the navigation system on this Volvo V60 Cross Country. Great help by the
sales rep Marissa. Would recommend her to anyone. Very patient working me a deal. Jimmy
was great in resolving the one problem that did come up! Will continue to come back and I am
loyal to this dealership for these reasons. Odometer is miles below market average! A
turbocharger further enhances performance, while also preserving fuel economy. Volvo
prioritized handling and performance with features such as: heated front and rear seats, front
dual-zone air conditioning, and power seats. Smooth gearshifts are achieved thanks to the 2
liter 4 cylinder engine, and all wheel drive keeps this model firmly attached to the road surface.
Well tuned suspension and stability control deliver a spirited, yet composed, ride and drive We

pride ourselves in the quality that we offer on all of our vehicles. Stop by our dealership or give
us a call for more information. Recent Arrival! Use for comparison purposes only. Your mileage
will vary depending on how you drive and maintain your vehicle, driving conditions and other
factors. Whether you have a specific model in mind or not, we here at Volvo Cars Tampa will
help you make a highly informed decision through every step of the buying. Limited supply! Call
and schedule your test drive today! Dealer service record upon reque
2000 ford mustang manual transmission fluid
2005 acura mdx alternator
2001 hyundai accent owners manual
stFor more information, please contact LeAnna Cherewka at lcherewka sunmotorcars.
Horsepower calculations based on trim engine configuration. Fuel economy calculations based
on original manufacturer data for trim engine configuration. Please confirm the accuracy of the
included equipment by calling us prior to purchase. This Dealership checks the vehicle recall
status prior to making any pre-owned vehicle available for sale. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for
sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Engine
Details Transmission Automatic 6, Manual Engine Type Gas 3, Cylinders 4 cylinders 2, 6
cylinders 5 cylinders 8 cylinders 9. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added
listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents. Price Drop. Check Availability. Dealer
Review: Great help by the sales rep Marissa. Showing 1 - 18 out of 6, listings. Sign Up.

